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• GOBLET’s expanding
  – what are its agreements, affiliations & alliances?
  – should & with whom should GOBLET be establishing new relationships?
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- ELIXIR-TeSS

- CODATA-RDA
What are GOBLET’s agreements, affiliations & alliances?

- CHARME
- EMBnet

This WG will assure that all knowledge produced in the Action will be converted into forms suitable for educational purposes, and several educational events (hack-a-thons/SDP writing) will be organised. STSMs will be established to foster scientific collaboration and exchanges between the participating institutes. STSMs are a major tool for disseminating know-how to ESRs and for promoting collaborations; thus, although ESRs are the principal target, experienced scientists can also apply if an STSM will provide unique opportunities in the context of CHARME. Suitable candidates will be selected following an application process and assessment by the MC. In addition to STSMs, summer schools and workshops will be organised. For all training activities, particular efforts will be made to utilise and synergise with existing infrastructures (including, but not limited to, the Training e-Support System (TWSS) being developed by ELIXIR, and GOBLET’s Training Portal), to avoid costly and unnecessary duplication of effort. WG 5 will be responsible for developing an interactive learning and communication platform for sharing “best practices” and new information on quality management and standardisation between all domains. WG 5 will also organise meetings for sharing best research practices relating to the objectives of the Action. Attention will
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- What are GOBLET’s agreements, affiliations & alliances?
  - EMBnet
  - proposed ring-fenced donation (€25,000)
    - to be used to hire an ‘education assistant’ for 2 years
    - to produce branded training materials – a tangible ‘product(s)’
      - a formal agreement was drafted & will be sent soon

- ‘new’ E&T Committee created during EMBnet’s AGM in Rome
  - Eija elected Chair
  - liaison between new GOBLET LET Committee Chair & EMBnet E&T Committee Chair will help drive this initiative forward
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- Should & with whom should GOBLET be establishing new relationships?
  - Software & Data Carpentry?
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• What are GOBLET’s agreements, affiliations & alliances?
  – other strategic alliances?